
RPA
Robot Process Automation*

*automation, noun = The use or introduction of automatic equipment in a 
manufacturing or other process or facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, automation proves to be a big disruptor taking a heavy weight of our shoulder when it comes to completing repetitive, tedious, volume tasks. When it comes to RPA, although a relative recent term, in the past couple of years has delivered historic growth and very fast became BAU in the minds of its users and customers. Why this growth ?It was fuelled by its unique value proposition: RPA’s ability to automate well-defined, rules-based business tasks, with a low code, and easy to implement approach. With RPA, customers have been able to quickly solve real-world business challenges and realize a rapid return on their RPA investments.And this is what RPA means – configuring a software program to carry out tasks in the same manner as a user would do. Robotic automation uses a computer (a.k.a. robot) to run application software in the exact same way that a person works with that software.





What robots can do

READ
MONITOR /
RESPOND

CONNECT

PROCESS
DATA

• Computer Vision
• OCR
• Web Scraping

• 3rd party apps
• API
• SDK
• Website requests
• Databases

• Monitor user events/actions
• Human interaction –

Enter / edit / validate data, 
Take decisions

• Trigger unattended bots

• Simulate type
• Simulate click
• SendWindowsMessages
• Hidden options • Read and transform

• Excel
• SQL
• Google Sheets/Docs

WORK IN 
BACKGROUND

Robot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a nutshell, robot can mimic in a very accurate way the behavior of a user – so whatever a user can do on its machine, interacting with other applications, a robot can do. If there is a process that is rule based, require typing, or OCR, or data transfer, you can automate it !Moreover, robots can be triggered in multiple way: by users, using scheduling or being triggered by user actions in other applications. 
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Connect to 
system APIs

Move files 
and folders

Open emails 
and attachments 

Make calculations

Log in to any application

Extract content from 
documents, PDFs, emails 
and forms

Read and write 
to databases

Scrape data 
from the web

What can software robots do?
Here are some of the tasks that can be easily handed over to Robots

Look at That Robot Go!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[NARRATIVE] RPA robots are capable of mimicking many–if not most–human user actions. They log into applications, move files and folders, copy and paste data, fill in forms, extract structured and semi-structured data from documents, scrape browsers, and more. Essentially, any high-volume, business-rules-driven, repeatable process qualifies for automation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsGB8wgUCzE&feature=youtu.be
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Key Functions of Care 

• Scheduling 

• Registration

• Insurance 

Verification 

• Pre-Certification

• Prior Authorization

• Document Intake

Patient Access

• Screening

• Scribing

• Coding

• Documentation

• Scripting

Consultation & Care

• Insurance Billing

• Patient Billing

• Cash Application

• Payment Posting

• Claims Management

• Account Follow-Up

Finance

• Order Management  

• Inventory 

Management     

• Pharmacy

Supply Chain

These 4 Functional area’s is  where RPA projects begin
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Anything that can be automated, will be

Finance Supply Chain IT HR Customer Services

• Process-to-pay
• Order-to-cash
• Record-to-report

• Inventory management
• Demand & supply
• Planning
• Invoice & contract
• management

• Server & app 
monitoring

• Routine 
maintenance & 
monitoring

• Payroll
• Onboarding & 

offboarding
• Benefits 

administration

• Address change
• Password reset
• Payments
• Scheduling 

appointments
• Order modifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[NARRATIVE] Now that we know what can be automated and why, let’s see how other customers have changed their approach to mundane tasks with the help of UiPath. 
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Aim Outcome

HBS Finance 
Income Services

To provide a proof of concept for HBS 
Finance to automate a key Income 
Reporting process for all national acute 
hospitals in order to replace and 
support manual and repetitive tasks.

Significant reduction achieved in time to complete a case following automation. Processing Speed – 6.6 
mins (robot) versus 111 mins (human) per case. Robot is working at only 2% of capacity i.e. 98% 
capacity to absorb new automation opportunities

Time reduction due to incoming spreadsheets being locked down to prevent erroneous data being input. 
Consistency in the checking process and validation stages i.e. same checks every time. Finance staff 
freed up to perform more value added / urgent tasks.

HBS HR National 
Personnel 
Records

To automate a monthly process which 
involves running matches between an 
Excel database and SAP with regard to 
details of Garda Vetting outcomes 
provided to NPR by the HSE’s Garda 
Vetting Office Liaison Office (GVLO). 

Significant time reduction achieved in processing employee vetting status. Processing Speed – 0.5 mins 
(robot) versus 10 mins (human) yielding time saving >500 hours per month with 100% accuracy 

Enabled NPR to absorb additional volumes due to COVID-19 emergency i.e. hiring of new interns, 
medics and student nurses. Will enable NPR to meet future increased volumes arising from legal 
obligations to comply with new vetting legislation 

Health 
Protection 
Surveillance 
Centre

To automate daily activities being 
manually undertaken by staff in the 
HSE Departments of Public Health on 
the Computerised Infectious Disease 
Reporting System. 

Significant time reduction for public health departments around the country following automation. 
Processing speed – 3.3 mins (robot) versus 26 mins (human) per case yielding potential time saving of 
38 hours for every 100 cases. 

Automation which was originally developed for Covid-19 cases can be enhanced to accommodate all 
infectious diseases including seasonal flu. 

80% automation success with 20% of exceptions requiring human interaction. The exception rate is 
expected to reduce further as data quality improves and standard business processes are implemented. 
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COVID-19 | How can UiPath help?

Pandemic 
Unemployment 

Benefit

Department of Employment Affairs 
and Social Protection rapidly 
developed and deployed a new 
end-to-end solution to support 
applications for the Pandemic 
Unemployment Benefit for citizens 
using a new online service and 
enabled by UiPath’s RPA 
technology, making payments to 
close to 600,000 individuals by the 
end of April.
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The potential of RPA as a tool to improve services and generate 
efficiencies for the Exchequer. 

• Reduction in average handling times of
renewal applications.

• Savings of 7300 hours identified in a
year.

• Transfer of staff to more value - added
activities, away from repetitive low risk
and low value-add activities.

• The RPA solution has processed over
270,300 applications since launch in
September 2018
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Trusted by Government Agencies all over the world

UiPath underwent security testing, including conducting 
manual and automated web application security testing on 
NASA’s high-risk applications. Using a combination of 
automated and manual testing techniques, UiPath 
software passed the NIST 800:53 revision 4 standards.”

“

Secure dataSecure access
to automations

Standards
& compliance Governance

Secure &
Compliant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secure & CompliantTrusted by 60+ government agencies and thousands of commercial companies, the UiPath platform includes the security and audit capabilities you need to simplify compliance with the regulations that matter to you. Stringent and Proven Security Authorizations and Certifications:○ NASA-grade security○ Robot credentials are 256-bit encrypted and stored in either MS Credentials Manager or CyberArk’s IdentityManager○ Network security is based on TLS 1.2 w/256 bit AES encryption. Authentication headers meet IPSec standard○ Version control provided natively by either TFS (MS Team Foundation Server) or SVN (Apache Subversion)○ Monitoring: log files capture every robot action; fields can be added and customized for greater data clarity Resource-Based Security: enables more access granularity (people and level of data) to secure objects; also user accesscontrol is role-based with customized password complexity Secure Source Code and Version Control of Process Automation Flows Two-Step Authentication and SAML Integrations: single sign-on SSO, integrate with soft token cards authentication UiPath Security Expertise: world-class, dedicated, and growing team of certified security and risk experts, and detailedwhitepaper and additional guidance to help your IT department meet and exceed their security guidelines Enterprise-Grade Compliance: GDPR compliant logging and audits of the robot and human activities
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The UiPath Unified Customer Success Program’s main goal is to bring 

together all the elements crucial to our customers’ success, in order to enhance 

their RPA capabilities when they need it.

Enhance RPA & Hyperautomation

capabilities

Faster ROI & business benefits

Accelerate scale
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Unified 
CS 

Program

Get Started
Plans

Libraries

Explore 
Sessions

Success 
Mgmt.

Webinars

Packages
$

1 Drive quicker time to value

2 Open access to all customers

3 Acceleration through packages

4 Goal orientated success
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Launched in April 2017

510K registered students from over 160 countries

Localized content in English, Japanese, French, 
Spanish, Russian

UiPath Academy
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UiPath Academy
People and companies that win adapt and thrive through change – and we are 
committed to support this shift.



Training Catalog
Academy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s review the Academy’s Training Catalog.
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UiPath and CAI partner to teach accountants new RPA skills
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